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Introduction
The MIFS (MEMBE RS l_nitial filin g ~stem) operating system
is impleme nted on an Interdata Model 4 computer. It was developed in
order to provide a convenient basis for program development and the
production of development tools. In particular a system was needed to
support the microprogramming activities of the research group. The
manufacturers existing system was not sufficiently flexible to support
the type of facilities that were considered desirable and neither
enabled us to fully exploit our configuration nor adequately supported
our microprogramming work.
This paper outlines the ME~BERS project, isolates several
requirements of an operating sJstem for a microprogramming research
group, and describes some important features of MIFS.

The ME MB ERS Project
The MEMBERS (I:!_i croprogrammed f_x perimenta 1 Machine and Ias ic
Executive for Real-time ~stems) project is concerned with the design of
a computing system suitable for a wide range of real-time applications
and the implemenation of such a system on a small microprogrammed
machine.
There is an associated project concerned with the implementation of an integrated low cost graphics facility using microprogramming.
The MEMBERS configuration is the following
1 Interdata Model 4 processor
54K bytes of 2.4u sec core store
512K bytes of drum bac~ing store
1 Imlac graphical display terminal
1 300 l. p. m. line printer

1 Paper tape reader {250 chars/sec)
1 Paper tape punch (50 chars/sec)
2 On-line teletypes
2 Asynchronous commu nications interfaces
(110 - 1800 baud)
The standard Interdata Model 4 computer is supplied with a fixed
microprogram residing in a 512 x 16 bit word 400 nanos econd read-only
memory (r·r:M).

In ae!dition to til •.-: standard RQr-'. the MEr:GEr::· machine is

equipped with a specially designed ~riteable Control Store (WCS). This is
a 4K x 16 bit word 400 nanosecond plated wire memory and is used to hold
the microprogram which will emulate the project's target machine. The
source of micro-instructions for the microprocessor may be either ROM or
WCS, and the machine is said to be operating in Interdata or MEMBERS mode
respectively.

By the execution of a specific Interdata or micro-instruction

it is possible to

11

flip 11 between modes viith minimal overhead.

Micro-

programs may be loaded into WCS under program control in either mode, the
effect being equivalent to microcode overlaying when operating in MEMB ERS
mode.
The drum store fulfils two roles. Approximately half of its
capacity is used as a file store in both Interdata and MEMBERS mode, the
other half being reserved for drum paging in MEMBERS mode only.
The use of the WCS is not necessarily restricted to the implementation of the MEMBERS system. Other users are currently developing
microcode for emulation of other machines , for example a PDP 8 and an
APL machine.

Operating system requirements

The design of MIFS is based on the need to fulfil
several specific system requirements:
1. Filing System

Program development in a paper tape orientated installation can be a very timelconsuming activity. The phases of program
development - preparation, assembly, editing ~re-assembly and loading
are generally interspersed by periods of furious tape winding. It was
to be of paramount importance to minimise the occurences of this inefficient
and frustrating procedure.
A filing system is therefore required, which permits
the user to create, edit, assemble and load programs held in named files
on the drum, without the need for any paper tape handling. In a research
environment it is common for several people to be working on related
activities, and a filing system which facilitates the convenient and
adequately secure sharing of programs and data is then highly desirable.

2. Microproqramming requirements
It was felt that our microprogramming work had specific
system requirements over and above those of normal program d~velopment.
The micro-simulator supplied by the manufacturer is adequate for initial
microprogram check out, but there is a need for a secure back-up package
of diagnostic and debugging programs, running in Interdata mode, to
support the microcode when running in MEMBERS mode. In addition, a
convenient microprogram loader is essential in order to facilitate rapid
configuration of the MEMBERS m chine's microcode from named files.
Faced with the task of writing a considerable body of
microcode, it was recognized that the ability to .mix software and firmware would be a significant advantage in the early stages of development.

Certain parts of the MEMBERS system, for example input-output, could
then be more rapidly implemented initially by using the programming
facilities of the system running in Interdata mode. Operation of the
MEMBERS machine would then entail frequent switching between modes at
run-time. As development progresses, the software implemented features
could be gradually transferred to the microcode.

3. Programming facilities
In order to faciltate the integration and rapid production of systems and development software, certain programming
facilities should be available. These may be provided in the form of
extracodes or supervisor calls and can be conviently implement inputoutput and file control fu~ctions in a device independent manner.
The facilities available to the programmer should be designed to
encourage the production of highly interactive development tools.

4. Utilisation of other computinq facilities
It was realised that considerable flexibility in selecting development strategies for certain aspects of the MEMBERS system
could be achieved if some form of link were to be established between the
Interdata machine and the main college computer.

An excellent multi-

access system, Maximop ,is available on an ICL 1904S and provides some
powerful high level language facilities which are absent from the Interdata system. For example, an initial compiler for the MEMBERS machine
could be implemented under Maximop using its compiler writing facilities.
The value of this approacb depends on the availablity of aJcgnvenient
way in which to transmit the object code produced by a compiler to the
Interdata without necessititing paper tape handling.

5. 3ackwards compatibility
It is desirable to utilise, where possibl~ :the manufacturers
supplied software, for example, assemblers and loaders. The system should
be designed with this in mind, in order to avoid as much as possible
the re-writing of basic software elements, and to minimise modification
to existing programs.

A simple way to achieve this would be to incor-

porate a compatibility module into the system which would simulate the
manufacturers operating system. In this way, existing programs using that
system would be able to run under the new system with little or no
modification.

Filinq System
The MIFS filing system is based on a single directory with
files recorded sequentially on the drum. Each file consists of a contiguous
sequence of bytes, and is referenced by a unique filename. A fil enarne has
two separate components : a file title, and a group name. For example,
FRED/SYS is a valid filename, where FRED is the file title, and SYS the
group name. There are a fixed number (256) of possible group names, and
each user is allocated several of these by the administration.

He is free

to request any unique names, these normally reflecting his identity or the
general contents of certain files.

When working on-line the user is able

to set up any default group name and may then access the files of that group
by simply quoting the file title, thereby reducing the amount of typing
required.

The use of group names gives an indication of ownership and

grouping of files, and in some ways gives the filing system the appearance
of a two level directory structure. However, group names are not used to
control access to files, and in accordance with the spirit of the system,
any user is free to read from any file of any group. In general, there is

no distinction made between the contents of files, except that core
images are marked as binary in order to prevent certain meaningless
operations on them :and to invoke formatl onversion in certain circumstances.
In a perfect world, this system would be entirely adequate
but in rea 1ity the security of files is threatened in severa 1 ways:
{a) accidental deletion of, or writing to ,any file by
any user
{b) oper~tjng, system and hafdware malfunction, and wild
programs
{c) malicqous users.
In order to meet these threats, several security measures are adopted
in MIFS.
The drum store has a facility whereby part of the file
store may be "write inhibited" by the operation of a manual switch, and
this feature is utilised in order to apply hardware protection to certain
files.

Normally files reside on the unprotected region of the drum but

may be protected by typing a single user command.
security: hard111are and software.

This gives two-fold

The user is requested to provide a pass-

word which must be subsequently quoted on any attempt to delete, recover,
write to, rename or unprotect that file.

However, the file is not immed-

iately hardv1are protected, but is simply marked as
in its directory entry.

II

awaiting protecti on 11

Periodically, allsuch files are transferred to

the 11 1-'Jrite inhibited 11 area and are then marked as "protected".
A file which is no longer required may be deleted by typing
the appropriate command.

This simply results in a "delete" mark being

placed in the directory entry for that file, but neither the contents of

the file nor its accessing information are destroyed immediately. Files
are arranged sequentially and space is not automatically retrieved when
they are updated or del eted.

Hhen the f i le store becor:1e s full a cond-

ensin g operation must be explicitly invo ked in orde r to r~c~ai w relinquishe d f il e srace , and only then is all trace of deleted files lost.
The file and password directories, group name table and
miscellaneous filing system information are entirely drum resident, and
no assumption is made regarding the integrity of long term data storage
in core store.
It is now possible to see how these measures cope with the
security problem.
Files which have been accidentally deleted may easily be
recovered by typing the appropriate command.

This is possible since the

contents and all accessing information of files are preserved on deletion.
Inadvertent writing to a file is irrecoverable, but a password check is
imposed on the same operation with a protected file.
Operating system and hardware malfunctions (hopefully infrequent) and wild programs (not uncommon in development environments)
can wreak untold havoc, and security measures must provide both prevention and recovery.

MIFS adopts essentially a "first order" approach to

the former, and a "sledge hammer" approach to the latter, but the situation
is exacerbated with a machine having no core memory protection facilities.
Corruption of the contents of protected files and their directories is
wholly prevented by hardware, but unprotected files are utterly vulnerable.
Corruption of the directory and filing system information is minimised
by maintaining them on the drum, and reading them afresh on every filing
system operation.

Recovery from a system crash normally involves the re-

loading of the operating system (a trivial operation) and possible reinit-

ialisation of the filing system.

The latter is not as disastrous as

may appear at first sight, since all the protected files are preserved
intact, and only the unprotected files are lost.

Users accept this

s itu-athm and normally keep hard copies of a 11 their important unprotected files.
Passworesare the only means of security from malicious users,
and hopfully they are sufficient to deter most undergraduates.

However,

the system was designed with the belief that all users are utterly
responsible and may be trusted absolutely.

In such a world, malice does

not exist.

lCL 1904S - Interdata interface
The Interdata machine is connected to the !CL 1904S in exactly
the same manner as a standard Maximop user terminal.
a number of virtues in our application.

This approach has

Absolutely no system work on the

1904S is required and the hardware interface on the Interdata is a standard piece of communications equipment.

The effective interface between

the two machines is thus entirely at the Maximop command level which is
well defined ,simple and reliable.
P.11 MIFS commands start with

11

11

@

and if a command is typed

which does not have this initial character, then the system assumes that
it is a Maximop command.

The line of typing is then directed character

by character to Maximop.

In this way the console may be used in an

identical manner to the standard Maximop terminal, and both operating
systems may be used simultaneously (judicious use of this facility can
shield the user from the effects of chronically long Maximop response
times).
The motivation for establishing a connection between the two
machines was to facilitate the convenient transfer of small amounts of
info rmation between Maximop and MIFS files.

Such transferi are effected

by typing'accommand to each system in turn (MIFS does not manufacture
Maximop commands, but rather the user remains in complete control). For
example, to input the contents of a Maximop file TOM into a MIFS file
FRED, the followin g procedure is adopted:
-@INPUT FRED,:M

(MIFS command)

-LIST TOM

(Maximop cormnand)

The MIFS command opens the file FRED and puts the system into readiness to receive input from Maximop $and the Maximop command then initiates
the transfer.

A similar procedure is adopted in order to effect transfers

in the opposite direction.
The slow transmission speed, commonly 110 baud, of a teletype link is a serious limitation, and even relatively small transfers
can take an appreciable length of time.

In order to minimise the effect

of this use is made of MIFS multi-programming capabilities in order to
overlap activities.

Once a Maximop-MIFS transfer has been initiated

the user is free to continue to use MIFSas normal, and will be informed
of the completion of the transfer.

General program development facilities
MIFS is used in a single user on-line mode.

The user

types commands·at a console and these are either executed ir.stantaneously
or cause entry to an interactive program or one using low speed peripherals.
A large body of software is available in order to
facilitate rapid program development : editors, assemblers, loaders,
debugging programs, file manipulation commands etc., and these are all
instantly accessed by typing the appropriate command.

Use of these

facilities enables the user to prepare, assemble, load, debug, correct
and re-assemb le a program in th e mini mum time , without recourse to paper
tape handling .

Thi s mode of oper at ion is now familiar to users of large

multi-access systems but is still not common in minicomputer environments.

One of the most essential features in any system for program
development is a high quality text editor, and a version of the QED
editor has been implemented on the MIFS system by W.M. Newman.

This is

a context editor which provides powerful and natural editing functions
many of \'1hi ch may be invoked by a single character.

Such a feature

coupled with the use of a medium speed visual display facilitates a
highly interactive approach to program development.

Microprogramming support
Our microprogramming work benefits directly from the general
program development facilities.

Additional support is given by the

availability of a convenient micro-assembler, a flexible micro-code
loader, and a command enabling the user to "flip" into MEMBERS mode from
Interdata mode.

A special purpose debugging program, MIDS, has been

developed which facilitates the examination, modification, dumping and
reloading of writeable control store locations.

In addition,

a limited

form of break-point facility could be implemented \'/hereby microcode
running in MEMBERS mode could be debugged using the debug program running
in Interdata mode.
For those users wishing to mix firmware and software, the MIFS
programming facilities offer a convenient method of achieving inputoutput and file control.

The system is designed so that all important

operating and filing system information is always drum resident, and so the
whole core store is freely available when running in MEMBERS mode.

Before

"flopping" into Interdata mode , a small bootstrap microprogram may be
entered which reloads a core image of MIFS held on the drum.

System structure
The MIFS operating syste~ is comprised of three main modules :
S;Jpe r vi sor , exe cutive and fil e manage r.

It i s a mu lti- prograrrmin g system

and supports a total of four processes, each process consisting of a
process base and some code ( a program) which is being executed.

The

process bases hold a description of the current state of each proces~
for example, current run status, register dump, I-0 transfer details,
device allocation table, open file table etc., and form the sole interface between the three system modules, each of which have separate and
well defined functions.

MIFS programming facilities are implemented by means of
MIFS supervisor ca 11 $

, the

executi.on of which cause entry to the super-

visor via the illegal instruction trap,

Each call i~ decoded to deter-

mine its function and validity, and executed as appropriate.

Some are

performed immediately, whilst others, typically I-0 requests, result in
the calling process being suspended and information being extracted
from the call and inserted into the process base,

Responsibility for

the execution of I-0 transfers is then passed to the executive, which

in turn informs the supervisor on completion.

Incorporated in the

supervisor is a simple scheduler v1hich determines which process should
be released next.

In the event of more than one process being ready

to run, the one i-Jith the highest priority (determi ned by its function)
is released first.
The executive is responsible for all I-0 transfers and the
servicing of all device interrupts.

As indicated, the supervisor places

I-0 transfer details in the process bases which the executive uses and
modifies to control the transfer.

When an interrupt causes entry to the

executive or when the system is idling with no process free to run, the
executive examines the process bases for I-0 requests.

If one is found

and the appropriate device is free, then the transfer is initiated or
continued.

Upon completion, the executive informs the supervisor, again

via the process base.

,.

.

The file manager is responsible for the execution of •a~l
MIFS supervisor· calls relating to the filin g system , and acts on behalf
of the supervisor.

When a process encounters such a supervisor call

it is suspended and placed on the file manager request queue, each call
being completely executed before the next request is removed from the
queue.

By eliminating any time-sharing of the file manager between

processes, and restricting access to it to be only via the supervisor,
a simple and adequately secure interface is achieved.

In addition to

manipulation of the filing system directories, the file manager also
maintains an open file table.

This is drum resident for security, and

is used in conjunction with information in the process bases to identify
all files currently open without rQcourse to the directories.

In this

way the file m ~ager is able to co-ordinate and control access to all
files, enabling for example, several processes to be simultaneously
reading from a file whilst permitting only one process to be writing to
that file.

On opening a file to a process, the file manager ricords

sufficient information in the process base to enable the executive to
carry out file transfers \•1ithout further di rectory references.

Conclusion
MIFS has been in operation for 3 months and currently
supports a user rommunity of 12 staff and students.

It has been our

experience that the integrated nature of the system, in which all
development facilities are available from the console, has proved to
be popular to users.

Additionally, the MIFS programming interface

has simplified some aspects of assembler language programming, and
has certainly encouraged the prodw tion of new and sophisticated
development tools.
MIFS does not pretend to offer·a~y radically new facili t i es , but it does present a high l y i ntegrated prog ram deve l opment
workshop of a kind still not common in minicomputer environments.

Such systems should become more commonplace as the cost of hardware
continues to fall and more university teaching and research groups
purchase their own minicomputers with disc or drum memories.
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